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INTRODUCTION

Surgical site infections (SSIs) are a leading cause of health care–associated infections (HAIs). These infections can range in severity from nuisance to life threatening; overall, they contribute to substantial patient suffering. A large portion of SSIs are preventable, and SSI prevention is a key patient safety matter that requires teamwork among multiple health care personnel, including surgeons, nurses, anesthetists, and infection preventionists. This article provides updates to the epidemiology and diagnosis of SSIs with particular emphasis on risk factors, evidence-based prevention strategies, and surveillance.
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KEY POINTS

- Surgical site infections (SSIs) are associated with prolonged hospitalizations, death, and overall poor patient outcomes.
- SSIs are typically caused by pathogens inoculated at the time of surgery from the patient’s own flora.
- SSI acquisition depends on exposure to bacteria and the host’s ability to control the inevitable bacterial contamination of the surgical wound.
- The 9 core best practices to reduce SSIs address preoperative bathing, antimicrobial prophylaxis, preoperative surgical site preparation, surgical hand preparation, normothermia, hyperoxygenation, wound protectors, glucose control, and perioperative checklist.
- SSI surveillance and feedback decrease SSI rates and are recommended by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY

SSIs are the most common and most costly HAI in the United States, accounting for almost a quarter of all HAIs.\(^1,2\) Although the risk of SSI is generally low, SSIs are common because of the volume of surgical procedures performed across the United States. In the United States in 2014, 17.2 million hospital visits (ambulatory or inpatient) included invasive, therapeutic surgeries.\(^3\) SSIs occur in 1% to 5% of patients undergoing inpatient surgery.\(^4,5\) Rates are generally lower among procedures performed in outpatient settings. Overall, approximately 300,000 SSIs occur each year, although this estimate likely underrepresents the true SSI burden because of limitations in surveillance and diagnosis.\(^4,5\) SSIs are even more common in low-income and middle-income countries, occurring in 1% to 24% of procedures performed.\(^6\)

Overall, rates of SSI are decreasing in the United States. Among 148 hospitals participating in serial point prevalence surveys performed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the rate of SSI decreased from 0.97 per 100 procedures in 2011 (\(n = 11,282\) patients reviewed) to 0.56 per 100 procedures in 2015 (\(n = 12,299\) patients reviewed; \(P = .001\)).\(^7\) Similarly, the publicly reported rates of SSI following abdominal hysterectomy and colon surgery decreased approximately 10% in 2017 compared with the national baseline reported in 2016, although the decreases were not statistically significant.\(^8\) However, decreases in SSI have been modest compared with decreases observed in several other HAIs, including central line–associated bloodstream infection, catheter-associated urinary tract infection, methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) bacteremia, and *Clostridioides difficile* infection.

Rates of SSI vary by type of procedure and by setting. The CDC’s National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) no longer routinely reports national rates of SSI following commonly performed procedures; therefore, most nationwide estimates currently used are from data reported almost 10 years ago. Clean-contaminated and dirty procedures, including procedures that enter a nonsterile visceras, have higher rates of SSI than clean procedures. For example, rates of SSI following colon, rectal, or other gastrointestinal (GI) procedures range from 4% to 25%, whereas the rate of SSI following coronary artery bypass grafting is approximately 3% and following hip or knee arthroplasty is 1% or lower.\(^9\) In most cases, rates of SSI at surgical centers are inversely associated with surgical volume. That is, the more procedures performed, the lower the rate of SSI.\(^8\) Although referral centers typically care for more complex patients and perform higher-risk procedures, these risks are often offset by high surgical volume and experience. Small community hospitals with low volume have higher rates of SSI than higher-volume community hospitals.\(^10\)

CLINICAL OUTCOMES

SSIs lead to significant patient morbidity and mortality. Each SSI is associated with approximately 7 to 11 additional postoperative hospital days.\(^2,11\) In total, patients with SSIs have 3.7 million excess hospital days each year.\(^12\) Surgical patients who develop an SSI have a risk of death that is, between 2-fold and 11-fold higher than patients without an SSI\(^13\); 77% of deaths in patients with SSI are directly attributable to SSI.\(^14\) Investigators from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) estimated excess mortality related to SSI was 0.026 (95% confidence interval [CI], 0.009–0.059, meaning 26 deaths occur for every 1000 SSIs).\(^15\) Each SSI leads to approximately $25,000 of additional costs, although attributable costs of SSI vary depending on the type of operative procedure and the type of infecting pathogen.\(^11,13,15\) Overall,
SSIs are estimated to account for $3.5 billion to $10 billion annually in United States health care expenditures using the CPI (consumer price index for inpatient hospital services with all cost estimates adjusted for 2007 dollars).5

EVALUATION

Clinically, a surgical wound is considered infected when purulent drainage is present at the incision site or there is evidence of abscess involving the surgical bed. However, other presentations of surgical wound infections also occur, including wound dehiscence, nonpurulent drainage, local erythema, induration, pain, or systemic signs of infection. Because of the varied presentation of SSIs, many of which overlap with noninfectious causes, no single clinical definition of SSI exists. Instead, the diagnosis of SSI is typically made based on a constellation of clinical and examination features, laboratory and microbiologic data, and radiography results.

Despite the variability in clinical presentations of SSIs, specific definitions of SSI are used for epidemiologic and surveillance purposes. The NHSN provides the most commonly used SSI definitions. These definitions were designed to be objective and easy to apply but also flexible enough to identify clinically relevant SSIs with varied presentations.16 NHSN categorizes SSIs into 3 groups: superficial incisional (involving the skin or subcutaneous tissue layers of the incision), deep incisional (involving muscle or connective tissue layers of the incision), and organ/space (involving structures, organs, or spaces deep to the incision) (Fig. 1, Table 1). Examples of organ/space infection include intra-abdominal abscess following colon surgery, periprosthetic joint infection following joint arthroplasty, and mediastinitis following cardiac surgery. Per NHSN definitions, surveillance for superficial-incisional infections is conducted for 30 days, whereas surveillance for deep-incisional and organ/space infections is conducted for 30 or 90 days, depending on the index surgical procedure.

Note that surveillance definitions have changed over time and that various epidemiologic surveys and studies of SSI prevention have used variable case-finding methods (eg, active vs passive surveillance), criteria for inclusion (eg, index procedure vs all procedures), depth of infection (eg, superficial-incisional, deep-incisional, or organ/space infection), and surveillance periods (eg, 30 vs 90 days). For example, 10% fewer SSIs were identified when, compared with previously used NHSN definitions, updated 2013 NHSN definitions that shortened surveillance periods were applied retrospectively to SSI surveillance data from a network of 35 hospitals and 2 ambulatory surgery centers.17 Therefore, it is important to understand the surveillance criteria used when interpreting SSI data from different surveys or time periods, and how different criteria can affect reported rates.

CURRENT EVIDENCE

SSIs are typically caused by pathogens inoculated at the time of surgery. Most SSIs are caused by the patients’ endogenous flora. However, exogenous sources of wound contamination are possible.14,18 Most SSIs are caused by skin pathogens, although enteric pathogens are frequently seen in SSIs following GI procedures (Table 2).19 Overall, S aureus is the most common cause of SSI. Although MRSA was previously a more frequent cause of SSI than methicillin-sensitive S aureus (MSSA), rates of MRSA SSI have declined; MSSA is now a more common cause of SSI than MRSA.9 This trend is important because SSIs caused by resistant pathogens such as MRSA lead to worse clinical outcomes than SSIs caused by susceptible pathogens.11 Outbreaks involving atypical organisms such as Mycoplasma, Ureaplasma, Candida
and other fungi, *Nocardia*, *Rhodococcus*, and nontuberculous mycobacteria (including rapidly growing mycobacteria) are uncommon, but have been described. \(^{20-22}\)

**Endogenous Contamination**

Most SSIs are caused by the patients’ endogenous flora contaminating the surgical site. \(^{18}\) Even an inoculum as low as 100 colony-forming units into the wound can lead to an SSI. \(^{23}\) Several factors may modify the risk of surgical wound contamination by endogenous flora.

**Perioperative antibiotics**

The absence of antibiotic prophylaxis also significantly increases the risk of SSI. \(^{24}\) Contamination of operative sites, even clean ones, is unavoidable despite the best preparation and operative technique. The goal of antimicrobial prophylaxis is to reduce the risk of SSI by reducing the burden of microorganisms at the surgical site during the operative procedure.

**Skin antisepsis**

In addition, lack or inappropriate application of preoperative skin antiseptics increases the risk of SSI by failing to remove transient organisms from the skin where a surgical incision will be made. Effectiveness of incisional site preparation depends on correct application. Although skin disinfection before surgery drastically reduces the number
of bacteria on the skin’s surface, recolonization of the skin with bacteria from deeper skin layers and hair follicles may occur during the operation.\textsuperscript{25}

**Preoperative hair removal**

Preoperative shaving of the surgical site is associated with a significantly higher SSI risk than either the use of depilatory agents or no hair removal.\textsuperscript{14} One study found that SSI rates for patients who shaved before surgery was 5.6% compared with an SSI rate of 0.6% in patients who removed hair via depilatory agent or did not remove hair at all. The increased risk of SSI with shaving is attributed to microscopic cuts in the skin that later serve as niduses for bacteria to multiply. In addition, timing of hair removal is a key factor for development of SSI. One study found that patients who shaved immediately before the operation compared with patients who shaved within 24 hours preoperatively had lower rates of SSI (3.1% vs 7.1%).\textsuperscript{26} Furthermore, if patients shaved more than 24 hours before operation, their SSI rates exceeded 20%.\textsuperscript{26} Similarly, clipping hair immediately before an operation is associated with a lower risk of SSI than shaving or clipping the night before surgery (1.8% vs 4.0%).\textsuperscript{27} Depilatory agents are associated with lower SSI risk compared with shaving or clipping\textsuperscript{26}; however, these products can produce hypersensitivity reactions, which can compromise the integrity of the skin.\textsuperscript{26}

---

### Table 1

Summary of National Healthcare Safety Network surveillance criteria for surgical site infection based on 2021 definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Superficial Incisional</th>
<th>Deep Incisional</th>
<th>Organ/Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any of the following:</td>
<td>Any of the following:</td>
<td>Any of the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Purulent drainage</td>
<td>· Purulent drainage from the deep incision</td>
<td>· Purulent drainage from a drain that is placed into the organ/space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Organism identified from aseptically obtained specimen or superficial incision deliberately opened by surgeon, attending physician, or designee</td>
<td>· A deep incision that spontaneously dehisces or is deliberately opened or aspirated by a surgeon, attending physician, or designee, and organism identified from deep soft tissues of the incision and 1 or more of the following symptoms: fever &gt;38°C, localized pain or tenderness</td>
<td>· Organism identified from fluid or tissue in the organ/space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Diagnosis of superficial incisional SSI by surgeon, attending physician, or other designee culture not obtained</td>
<td>· Abscess or other evidence of infection involving the deep incision that is detected on gross anatomic or histopathologic examination, or imaging test evidence suggestive of infection</td>
<td>· Abscess or other evidence of infection involving the organ/space that is detected on gross anatomic or histopathologic examination, or imaging test evidence suggestive of infection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deep incisional involves part of the incision deeper than the fascial layer. Organ/Space involves any part of the body that is deeper than the muscle/fascial layers and was manipulated or entered during the operative procedure.

Exogenous Contamination

Length of operation
Prolonged operative time may increase the risk of SSI. The increased risk may be related to increased wound contamination, increased tissue damage (eg, bleeding, cautery, suture), or some combination of these factors.28

Surgical technique
Poor surgical technique is widely thought to increase SSI risk.14 Examples of poor surgical technique that may increase subsequent SSI risk include failure to maintain adequate blood supply, rough manipulation of tissues, accidental entry into a hollow viscus, leaving behind devitalized tissue, and inappropriate use of drains and sutures. In general, the impact of poor surgical technique is difficult to quantify or study.

Foreign material
Any foreign material, such as sutures or drains, promotes inflammation at the surgical site and increases the risk of SSI.29 Furthermore, the presence of foreign material decreases the inoculum required to cause an SSI from $10^5$ to $10^2$ organisms.30

Wound contamination from operating room personnel
Health care personnel’s hands and fingernails harbor bacteria that may be introduced into the surgical site.31 Application of surgical gloves substantially reduces but does not prevent the potential passage of microorganisms to the patient. Gloves can become perforated during surgery and bacteria on gloved hands can multiply rapidly. Therefore, absence of appropriate hand antisepsis can expose patients to potential pathogens harbored on operating room personnel’s hands. Furthermore, watches, long finger nails, artificial nails, and finger rings can increase bacterial counts on the hands of operating room personnel.32,33 The number of SSIs caused by exogenous flora is unknown, although several outbreaks of SSI have been attributed to operating room personnel.
**Airborne contamination**

Transmission of bacteria from operating room personnel to patients can occur through several other routes, including shedding of bacteria from the personnel’s hair, skin, and clothing. Actions that increase bacterial air counts are strongly associated with SSI risk.[34] Most of the airborne contamination comes from persons present in the operating room and their movements.[35] Several studies investigated the impact of operating room door openings on air quality, and the results were mixed.[36] However, some data suggest a positive correlation between high door opening rates and numbers of microorganisms in air samples.[37]

**Wound care**

Postoperative wound care practices are thought to modify risk of SSI.[38] Wounds that remain uncovered after surgery may be subject to environmental contamination or ongoing drainage that decreases the integrity of the surrounding skin.[39]

**Intra-articular steroid injections**

The relationship between intra-articular steroid injections and incidence of SSIs is under ongoing investigation. Infection may be introduced at the time of injection, especially if rigorous antisepsis is not applied.[40] In addition, the intra-articular steroid may decrease the host immune response to the introduction of such bacteria. Although some studies have shown an increase in SSI incidence in patients who receive intra-articular steroid injections,[41] other trials show no difference in SSI risk between patients who receive intra-articular steroid injections and those who do not.[42] Current clinical guidelines from the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS) do not outline specific recommendations for intra-articular injection administration and SSI prevention.[43]

**Periarticular injections**

Recently, surgeons have incorporated local analgesia into pain management regimens for patients undergoing joint replacement surgery in order to improve postoperative pain control and promote early activity.[44] Physicians inject a wide variety of medications and often prepare them without the use of a sterile hood. Infection can be introduced when these injections are compounded or at the time of injection. Although no definitive evidence shows an increased risk of SSI associated with use of periarticular injections, medication cocktails should be compounded in a sterile fashion in the pharmacy and be administered with aseptic technique.[45]

**Risk Factors**

SSI acquisition depends on exposure to bacteria and the host’s ability to control the inevitable bacterial contamination of a surgical wound. The likelihood of developing an SSI is a complex interaction among several variables, including overall host characteristics (ie, age, immunosuppression, obesity, diabetes), effectiveness of antimicrobial prophylaxis, surgical site tissue condition and presence of foreign material, and degree of wound contamination.

Table 3 provides a summary of known SSI risk factors, which are also discussed in detail later. Some risk factors that increase risk of SSI are nonmodifiable, such as gender and age. However, other risk factors are modifiable, and their optimization can decrease the likelihood of developing an SSI.

**Patient Related, Nonmodifiable**

**Age**

Several studies identify the extremes of age as a risk factor for SSI. The risk of SSI is higher in infants compared with older children and higher among older adults compared...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
<th>Pathophysiology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Related, Modifiable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>Hyperglycemia impairs innate immunity mechanism to fight bacteria. In addition, increased glucose level leads to glycosylation of proteins, which in turn slows wound healing(^ {52})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malnutrition</td>
<td>Poor nutrition leads to poor tissue healing, decreased collagen synthesis, and granuloma formation in surgical wounds. Low albumin level impairs macrophage activation and induces macrophage apoptosis, which decreases innate immunity response. Hypoalbuminemia can lead to tissue edema and leakage of interstitial fluid into the surgical wound(^ {57})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking tobacco</td>
<td>Tobacco smoke impairs wound healing by vasoconstriction, leading to relative ischemia, reduced inflammatory response, and alteration in collagen metabolism(^ {61})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>Decreased blood flow in adipose tissue leads to less oxygen and antibiotic delivery(^ {64,66,67})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunosuppressive medications and conditions</td>
<td>Immunosuppressive medications or clinical conditions blunt the inflammatory phase of wound healing(^ {68,69})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased tissue oxygenation</td>
<td>Decreased tissue oxygenation leads to diminished oxidative killing by neutrophils and impaired tissue healing caused by reduced collagen formation, neovascularization, and epithelialization. Low oxygen levels may decrease the efficacy of perioperative antibiotics(^ {72,73})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perioperative hypothermia</td>
<td>Perioperative hypothermia impairs host defenses against surgical wound contamination: vasoconstriction causing reduced tissue perfusion to wounded tissue with reduced access for key immune cells, decreased motility of key immune cells, and reduced scar formation(^ {14})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative hyperglycemia</td>
<td>Cellular functions of leukocyte adherence, chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and bactericidal activity are improved by insulin and better glycemic control, suggesting a direct relation between cellular function deficits and increased blood glucose level(^ {56})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticoagulation</td>
<td>Anticoagulants can cause of persistent oozing of the incision, slow wound healing(^ {75})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood transfusions</td>
<td>Blood transfusions affect the risk of infection by modulating the immune system(^ {76})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(continued on next page)*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
<th>Pathophysiology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient Related, Nonmodifiable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>The skin’s dermis and basement membrane thin with increasing age, and the skin loses its supply of cutaneous nerves and blood vessels, which can lead to poor wound healing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of radiation</td>
<td>Radiation therapy produces underlying tissue damage and contributes to poor wound healing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of prior SSTI</td>
<td>A prior history of SSTIs may be related to differences in inherent immunity and susceptibility to infection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exogenous Sources</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wound contamination from operating room personnel</td>
<td>Transition of skin flora on the hands of health care personnel to the patient and operating room from lack of appropriate hand washing or gloving to surgical sites. Movement of microorganisms from surgical staff’s hair, mouths, bodies, or shoes to the operating room contaminates surgical wounds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airborne contamination</td>
<td>Increasing the number of microorganisms in the operating room environment increases opportunity for SSI. Most of the airborne contamination comes from persons present in the operating room and their movements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation duration</td>
<td>Longer operative duration is associated with increased wound contamination, increased damage to wound cells, and the local environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical technique</td>
<td>Not maintaining adequate blood supply, not gently handling tissue, inadvertent entry into hollo viscus, leaving behind devitalized tissue, inappropriate use of drains and sutures, and inappropriate postoperative wound management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign material</td>
<td>Foreign material promotes inflammation at the surgical site and increases the risk of SSI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-articular steroid injection</td>
<td>Infection may be introduced at the time of injection, especially if rigorous antisepsis is not applied. May decrease the host immune response to the introduction of such bacteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periarticular joint injections</td>
<td>Injections are often prepared without the use of a sterile hood; infections can be introduced when these injections are compounded or at the time of infusion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with younger cohorts. With increasing age, the skin’s dermis and basement membrane thins. In addition, the skin loses its supply of cutaneous nerves and blood vessels. These physiologic changes contribute to slow or impaired wound healing. However, the risk of SSI may only increase up until a certain age. Kaye and colleagues found that, after age 65 years, the risk of SSI decreased by 1.2% for each additional year of life. Therefore, the risk of SSI may be caused by comorbidities and immunosuppression and not directly by increasing age. Furthermore, this result may indicate a selection bias of healthier older patients for surgery.

**History of radiation**

History of prior radiation therapy at the site of surgery increases SSI risk because of the risk of underlying tissue damage. Irradiated skin is hypovascular and easily injured with slight trauma. Given the damaged tissue and lack of perfusion, surgical incisions in locations with prior radiation treatment are more likely to develop a wound complication.

**History of prior skin and soft tissue infection**

History of a prior skin and soft tissue infection (SSTI) is another risk factor for SSI development. Although not fully understood, the increased SSI risk among these patients may reflect differences in inherent immunity and susceptibility to infection.

**Patient Related, Modifiable**

### Diabetes mellitus

Patients with diabetes mellitus are more likely to develop SSIs. In a meta-analysis including 14 prospective studies, patients diagnosed with diabetes were twice as
likely to develop an SSI compared with patients without a diagnosis of diabetes. The increased risk of SSI among patients with diabetes is consistent across multiple surgical procedures and is likely multifactorial. Patients with diabetes have a high incidence of small vessel disease, leading to impaired oxygen and nutrition delivery to peripheral tissues. Hypoxemia and lack of nutritional support reduce the systemic ability to prevent infection. Dronge and colleagues found that patients with a hemoglobin A1c level more than 7% were significantly more likely to develop infectious complications compared with patients with a hemoglobin A1c level less than 7%.

Postoperative hyperglycemia
Postoperative hyperglycemia may increase SSI risk more than a diagnosis of diabetes. Hyperglycemia impairs innate immunity mechanism to fight bacteria. In addition, increased glucose level leads to glycosylation of proteins, which in turn slows wound healing. Latham and colleagues found that hyperglycemia during the immediate postoperative period was an independent risk factor for developing SSI even among patients without a history of diabetes, and the risk of infection correlated with the degree of glucose increase. Patients with blood glucose level of 200 mg/dL or higher within 48 hours after surgery had 2.5 times higher odds of developing an SSI than patients with glucose level less than 200 mg/dL.

Malnutrition
Malnutrition is prevalent among surgical patients. One of the most commonly used markers of malnutrition is albumin, and hypoalbuminemia increases the risk of SSI. Hypoalbuminemia may lead to increased risk of SSI through several mechanisms. First, hypoalbuminemia can lead to poor tissue healing, decreased collagen synthesis, and granuloma formation in surgical wounds. These factors can impair wound healing and predispose the tissue to infection. Second, low albumin level impairs macrophage activation and induces macrophage apoptosis, which decreases innate immunity response. Lastly, hypoalbuminemia can lead to tissue edema and leakage of interstitial fluid into the surgical wound. This fluid can serve as a medium for bacteria to proliferate and ultimately lead to infection.

Smoking
Smoking tobacco is associated with adverse outcomes following surgery, including SSI. Postoperative wound healing complications occur more often in smokers and former smokers compared with those who never smoked. A systematic review identified 4 randomized trials that assessed the effect of preoperative smoking cessation (4-week to 8-week interval of abstinence) on postoperative wound healing. Current or past smokers had an increased risk for postoperative infection (odds ratio [OR], 1.9; CI, 1.0–3.5). Other studies have shown that abstinent smokers have a lower SSI risk than do current smokers.

The many compounds that constitute tobacco smoke impair wound healing and increase SSI risk through several mechanisms. The physiologic mechanisms include vasoconstriction, which causes relative ischemia of operated tissues. Tobacco smoke also leads to a reduced inflammatory response and impaired innate immune system response to bacteria. Lastly, the elements in tobacco smoke can alter collagen metabolism, which is essential for skin and tissue integrity.

Obesity
Obesity is another risk factor associated with developing SSI. One meta-analysis included 20 studies that evaluated SSI outcomes in orthopedic surgeries. The investigators found that the risk of SSI for patients with obesity was almost 2 times the SSI.
risk for patients without obesity (risk ratio [RR], 1.915; 95% CI, 1.53–2.40). Studies including colorectal surgery patients (OR, 1.59; 95% CI, 1.32–1.91) and coronary artery bypass surgery patients (OR, 1.8; 95% CI, 1.4–2.3) have reported similar conclusions. An additional recent study also found a trend of increasing risk of SSI for almost all surgery types when body mass index increased from normal to morbidly obese.Obese patients may be at increased risk for SSI because of depth of adipose tissue, creation of dead space, and decreased blood flow in adipose tissue. Without adequate blood flow reaching the tissues, surgical wounds are less likely to heal. Decreased blood flow may also reduce antibiotic delivery and increase wound tension.

**Immunosuppressive medications and conditions**

Patients with suppressed immune systems are at increased risk of SSI because the inflammatory phase of wound healing may be blunted. The increase in SSI risk is seen in patients with various levels of immunosuppression, including transplant recipients, patients undergoing chemotherapy, and other patients taking immunosuppressing medications. In contrast, glucocorticoids may not affect SSI risk as strongly as other immunosuppressive therapies. Some degree of antiinflammation may prevent wounds from becoming chronically inflamed, whereas significant suppression of inflammation can prevent wound healing.

**Decreased tissue oxygenation**

Low oxygenation also increases the risk of SSIs. Oxygen tension is often low in wounds and in colorectal anastomoses at the end of surgery, which may reduce bacterial eradication, the body’s defenses against bacteria, and tissue healing. Possible mechanisms include diminished oxidative killing by neutrophils and impaired tissue healing caused by reduced collagen formation, neovascularization, and epithelialization. Further, many of the antibiotics used perioperatively for SSI prophylaxis are oxygen dependent in their effect, and low oxygen levels may decrease their effectiveness.

**Perioperative hypothermia**

Maintaining normal body temperature is vital for the body to maintain its normal function. However, many factors that patients are exposed to in the operating room can cause hypothermia: anesthetic drugs, cold operating room, skin antisepsis, cold irrigation of a patient with the body uncovered, and the use of intravenous solutions. Most cellular functions are temperature dependent, and hypothermia also provokes systemic responses. Several mechanisms help to explain why perioperative hypothermia impairs host defenses against surgical wound contamination, including vasoconstriction and subsequent diminished perfusion, decreased motility of key immune cells, and reduced scar formation, which is necessary to prevent wound dehiscence and recontamination.

**Anticoagulation**

Although postoperative anticoagulation is an evidence-based practice to prevent deep vein thrombosis in the postoperative period, anticoagulants may increase the risk of SSIs. Several studies have implicated anticoagulation therapy as a cause of persistent oozing of the incision, slow wound healing, and subsequent SSIs.

**Blood transfusions**

Red blood cell transfusion also increases the risk of SSI. Blood transfusions increase the risk of infection by impairing normal monocyte function and decreasing tumor necrosis \( \alpha \) production in response to endotoxin (lipopolysaccharide).
GUIDELINES FOR PREVENTION

Several detailed published guidelines for SSI prevention exist, including the following 4 published primary guideline documents:

1. “Strategies to Prevent Surgical Site Infections in Acute Care Hospitals: 2014 Update.” The Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America (SHEA) sponsored this document, and members of numerous other organizations with SSI prevention expertise also contributed.


3. “American College of Surgeons and Surgical Infection Society: Surgical Site Infection Guidelines, 2016 Update.”


Based on these guideline documents, available evidence, and our personal experience, the authors have categorized SSI prevention strategies into 3 categories: best practices that all acute care hospitals should follow, additional interventions with possible benefit, and unproven or controversial interventions.

Recommendations

The authors have identified 9 core best practices that are consistently recommended by SSI prevention experts and guideline documents (Table 4). The authors recommend that all acute care hospitals incorporate each of the following SSI prevention measures into surgical protocols:

Preoperative bathing
Preoperative bathing or showering on the night before or day of surgery is a simple, low-risk intervention that decreases bacterial load of the skin, including the surgical site. Many experts strongly recommend this practice as a standard of care for SSI prevention, but definitive reduction in SSI risk has not been proved. Furthermore, for routine preoperative bathing, the ideal soap or antiseptic agent is not known, and many hospitals implement bathing protocols based on local epidemiology and cost considerations (preoperative bathing with chlorhexidine gluconate [CHG] is discussed later).

Antimicrobial prophylaxis
Antimicrobial prophylaxis given shortly before surgical incision is indicated for most clean-contaminated procedures, as well as certain clean procedures with severe consequences of infection (eg, procedures involving implantation of prosthetic implants). Multispecialty consensus guidelines recommend preferred antibiotic agents based on common pathogens known to cause SSI following particular procedures; however, local epidemiology of SSI and hospital antibiograms should also influence antibiotic selection. Antimicrobial prophylaxis protocols should promote optimized timing and dose of antibiotics, including redosing of antibiotics during surgery for prolonged procedures, or when blood loss is excessive. For nonemergent colorectal procedures, oral antibiotics and mechanical bowel preparation should be provided on the day before surgery, in addition to intravenous antibiotic prophylaxis before skin incision. Prophylactic antibiotics should be discontinued after closure of incision because of increased risk of adverse events and because no SSI reduction benefit associated with postoperative antibiotic prophylaxis has been shown.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prevention Guideline</th>
<th>Risk Factor Addressed</th>
<th>Recommendations and Supporting Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative bathing</td>
<td>Endogenous bacterial contamination of surgical site</td>
<td>• Patients should bathe their full bodies with soap or an antiseptic agent at least the night before or day of surgery(^79,81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimicrobial prophylaxis</td>
<td>Endogenous and exogenous bacterial contamination of surgical site</td>
<td>• Administer prophylactic antibiotics for indicated procedures according to evidence-based guidelines(^83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Select agent based on common pathogens that cause SSI for procedure being performed, published guidelines, and local antibiograms(^83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Begin antibiotic infusion within 60 min before incision; however, for vancomycin and fluoroquinolones, begin infusion within 120 min before incision(^78,80,83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Adhere to guidelines for antibiotic doses, including weight-based vancomycin dosing and 3-g cefazolin doses for patients with weight &gt;120 kg(^78,83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Redose antibiotics during surgery for prolonged procedures or for procedures with excessive blood loss(^78,83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide oral antibiotics, intravenous antibiotics, and mechanical bowel preparation before nonemergent colorectal procedures(^78-80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Discontinue perioperative antibiotics after closure of surgical incision(^79,81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perioperative preparation of operative site</td>
<td>Endogenous and exogenous bacterial contamination of surgical site</td>
<td>• Avoid hair removal at operative site unless hair interferes with surgery. If hair must be removed,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(continued on next page)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention Guideline</td>
<td>Risk Factor Addressed</td>
<td>Recommendations and Supporting Evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>remove hair outside of operating room with a clipper or depilatory agent(^{78,79})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Use an alcohol-based antiseptic solution containing chlorhexidine for surgical skin preparation, unless a contraindication exists(^{79})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Use chlorhexidine or povidone-iodine solutions that contain low concentrations (eg, 4%) or no alcohol for vaginal antisepsis before hysterectomy and vaginal procedures, including cesarean section(^{87,88})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical hand preparation</td>
<td>Exogenous bacterial contamination of surgical site</td>
<td>• Use an appropriate antiseptic agent to perform surgical hand scrub for the length of time recommended by the manufacturer(^{78,79})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of normothermia</td>
<td>Hypothermia-induced vasoconstriction and tissue hypoxia at surgical site</td>
<td>• Use warming devices in the operating room before and during the surgical procedure to maintain body temperature of at least 36.0 °C(^{78,79})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperoxygenation</td>
<td>Tissue hypoxia at surgical site</td>
<td>• For patients undergoing general anesthesia and tracheal intubation and who have normal pulmonary function, provide 80% Fio2 intraoperatively and, when possible, for 2–6 h after surgery(^{78,79,81})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wound protectors</td>
<td>Endogenous and exogenous bacterial contamination of surgical site</td>
<td>• Use impervious plastic wound protectors for open abdominal surgery, particularly colorectal and biliary tract procedures(^{78,80})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose control</td>
<td>Hyperglycemia</td>
<td>• Maintain immediate postoperative blood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
**Perioperative preparation of operative site**

Hair removal should be performed only if hair interferes with surgery.\(^78,84\) When hair removal is necessary, a clipper or depilatory agent should be used outside of the operating room. Hair shaving should not occur. If a clipper is used, a disposable clipper head should be used and changed between patients.

Surgical skin preparation should be performed with an alcohol-containing antiseptic solution, unless a contraindication to the alcohol component exists (eg, procedures involving mucosa, cornea, or ear).\(^78\) Alcohol-based skin preparation agents are flammable, and operating room personnel should take precautions to avoid fires in the operating room, especially for procedures using an electrosurgical device (eg, Bovie).\(^85\) Personnel should allow the skin preparation solution to dry per manufacturer instructions for use and avoid pooling of the solution.

WHO guidelines preferentially recommend the use of CHG-alcohol solutions rather than povidone-iodine-alcohol solutions,\(^79\) whereas other organizations do not make specific recommendations regarding type of alcohol-containing solution. Although few head-to-head studies have been performed to compare efficacy of CHG versus povidone-iodine-containing solutions, CHG alcohol was superior to povidone-iodine alcohol in a randomized controlled trial analyzing SSI prevention following cesarean section.\(^86\) As a result, the authors preferentially recommend use of CHG alcohol for skin antisepsis. Vaginal cleansing with either 4% CHG or povidone-iodine should occur before hysterectomy and vaginal procedures, including cesarean section.\(^87,88\)

**Surgical hand preparation**

Surgical hand preparation should be performed with either a suitable antimicrobial soap or alcohol-based hand rub.\(^78,79\) Hand preparation should occur for the duration recommended by the manufacturer of the antiseptic agent chosen.

**Maintenance of normothermia**

Preoperative and intraoperative warming devices should be used in order to maintain temperature of at least 36.0°C.\(^74,78,84\) In addition to decreasing SSI risk, maintenance of normothermia may also decrease blood loss and transfusion requirements.

**Hyperoxygenation**

Patients who undergo surgery with general anesthesia and tracheal intubation and who have normal pulmonary function should receive 80% fraction of inspired oxygen (\(\text{FiO}_2\)) intraoperatively and, when feasible, for 2 to 6 hours postoperatively.\(^78,79\) The

---

**Abbreviation:** \(\text{FiO}_2\), fraction of inspired oxygen.
benefit of hyperoxygenation may be greatest for open colorectal surgery. Updated WHO guidelines continue to recommend hyperoxygenation despite exclusion of 2 studies that showed benefit but have subsequently received scrutiny for possible data integrity breaches.89

Glucose control
Blood glucose should be monitored and controlled in the immediate postoperative time period for all surgical patients, including patients with and without a diagnosis of diabetes mellitus.78–80 Protocols should be used to ensure that postoperative glucose monitoring occurs and that insulin is used to maintain glucose level less than or equal to 180 mg/dL for at least the first 24 hours after surgery. At a minimum, we recommend that all hospitalized postoperative patients without diabetes mellitus have 1 blood glucose value checked in the first 24 hours after surgery.

Perioperative checklist
Acute care hospitals should use surgical safety checklists to improve compliance with best practices for SSI prevention.78 The authors recommend that hospitals modify the 19-item WHO Surgical Safety Checklist90 to include additional SSI prevention practices detailed here, as well as other important SSI prevention measures applicable to the specific hospital or procedure.

Considerations
Numerous potentially effective SSI prevention strategies are not included in the 9 core best practices listed earlier. Compared with the core interventions, these additional strategies do not have the same strength of endorsement by SSI prevention guidelines or experts and have fewer data to support universal implementation. However, especially for hospitals, procedures, or patient populations with increased SSI rates despite adherence to core SSI prevention measures, implementation of additional strategies may help to decrease SSI risk.78 This article discusses the following 4 commonly used auxiliary strategies for SSI prevention.

Staphylococcus aureus screening and decolonization
Patients undergoing high-risk cardiothoracic, orthopedic, or neurosurgical procedures known to be colonized with S aureus should receive preoperative intranasal mupirocin 2% ointment or an alternative intranasal agent with antistaphylococcal activity, as well as CHG bathing for up to 5 days before surgery.78,84 However, no standardized approach exists for S aureus screening or decolonization, and guideline documents give conflicting recommendations regarding the practice of universal decolonization of patients undergoing high-risk procedures. For example, the WHO strongly recommends against routine decolonization of patients not known to be S aureus carriers, primarily to avoid spread of resistance to mupirocin.79

Although optimal strategies for S aureus screening and targeted decolonization versus universal decolonization before high-risk surgical procedures continue to be debated, experts generally agree that routine universal S aureus preoperative screening is not necessary before lower-risk procedures.78,79 Nevertheless, some hospitals may consider screening and decolonization for certain patients and procedures depending on SSI rates caused by S aureus; patient-specific risk factors for S aureus SSI; and availability of resources to reliably screen, follow up screening results, and implement protocolized decolonization strategies for patients found to have nasal S aureus carriage. In addition, although decolonization protocols typically recommend preoperative application of 2% nasal mupirocin twice daily for several days close to the date of planned surgery,80 application of intranasal povidone-
iodine swabs on the day of surgery shortly before incision may be an effective, more practical, and less expensive alternative that precludes concerns regarding resistance to mupirocin.91,92

**Colorectal surgery bundles**
Multiple studies have shown the potential for implementation of colorectal surgery best-practice bundles to improve outcomes, including SSI rates.93 Colorectal surgery bundles commonly include elements of the 9 core best practices for SSI prevention detailed in this article, as well as additional, less-proven interventions. Based on success of bundles, theoretic benefit, and low risk of harm, the authors support implementation of additional strategies to be included for bundles for colorectal SSI prevention, such as gown and glove change before fascial and skin closure and use of a dedicated wound closure tray.

**Operating room traffic control**
Increased operating room foot traffic and door openings can disrupt air quality and flow, potentially increasing microbial concentrations at the surgical site and SSI risk.36,37 The authors support interventions designed to decrease unnecessary operating room traffic and door openings.

**Operating room disinfection**
Attention must be paid to operating room maintenance and care, including air handling and disinfection of the environment and equipment.14,78 Adjunctive disinfection practices, such as use of ultraviolet light in the operating room, might provide additional benefit but require further study.94

**Controversies**

**Preoperative chlorhexidine gluconate bathing**
Although all patients should receive a bath or shower the night before or evening of surgery, insufficient evidence exists to recommend universal preoperative use of CHG.79 However, if not cost-prohibitive, CHG is a reasonable agent to use for preoperative bathing. Use of 2% CHG-impregnated cloths may provide greater reduction in SSI risk than use of CHG soap.95

**Local antibiotics**
Local and topical antibiotics are commonly used during surgery for the purpose of decreasing SSI risk. However, in general, high-quality data supporting these practices are sparse. For example, powdered vancomycin is commonly applied to surgical sites, but available data are insufficient to recommend its widespread use for SSI prevention. Furthermore, use of powdered vancomycin could be associated with local adverse effects.96 Another example is use of gentamicin-collagen sponges to prevent SSI. Single-center trials suggested benefit when these sponges were used in colorectal surgery, but a multicenter randomized trial showed harm.78,97 Meta-analyses have suggested that gentamicin-collagen sponges might be more successful in decreasing SSI risk following cardiothoracic surgery.98

**Surgical wound irrigation**
Incisional wounds are commonly irrigated with saline, antiseptics, or antibiotics for the purpose of SSI prevention. No consensus exists among best irrigation practices for SSI prevention, and high-quality data are not available to support routine irrigation with antibiotics. Incisional wound irrigation with povidone-iodine might be more effective in decreasing SSI risk than saline irrigation, but this topic requires further study.79
**Antiseptic drapes**
Some surgeons use adhesive plastic incise drapes, often impregnated with an anti-septic agent. These drapes are applied to patient skin after skin antisepsis is performed, and the surgeon cuts through the drape and skin. Available data do not support routine use of antiseptic drapes for SSI prevention.78,84

**Antiseptic-impregnated sutures**
Triclosan-coated sutures are commonly used to decrease SSI risk, but data evaluating this practice are mixed.99 In addition, limited data have suggested possible negative effect on wound healing.100 Guideline recommendations regarding triclosan-coated sutures are contradictory and range from a recommendation against routine use78 to conditional recommendations supporting their use.79,80

**Advanced dressings**
Advanced dressings for primarily closed surgical wounds, such as silver-containing or antimicrobial-impregnated dressings, have not been proved to significantly decrease SSI rates compared with standard dressings.80,84 Regardless of type of dressing used, dressings should be sterile and be placed and changed using aseptic technique.

**Wound protectors**
Plastic wound protectors can facilitate retraction of an incision without requiring additional mechanical retractors and can decrease SSI risk after open abdominal surgeries.78,80 Benefit may be greatest for colorectal and biliary tract procedures.

**Prophylactic negative pressure wound therapy**
Routine use of prophylactic negative pressure wound therapy has not been shown to decrease SSIs. A recent, large, randomized clinical trial found that there was no significant difference in the risk of SSI after cesarean delivery in obese women with prophylactic negative pressure wound therapy (3.6%) versus standard wound dressing (3.4%).101 Low-quality evidence suggests that prophylactic negative pressure wound therapy on primarily closed, high-risk surgical wounds decreases SSI risk compared with use of standard wound dressings.79,80 Examples of high-risk wounds include wounds complicated by surrounding soft tissue damage, poor blood flow, hematoma, or intraoperative contamination. The pressure level or duration of negative pressure therapy needed to maximize SSI risk reduction is not known.

**THERAPEUTIC OPTIONS**
Surgical debridement and removal of the infected tissue is the most important facet of therapy for many SSIs, with antimicrobial therapy being an important adjunct component.102 However, the type of debridement and duration of antimicrobial therapy depend on the depth and anatomic site of infection and the presence of prosthetic material. However, deep-incisional and organ/space infections almost universally require operative evacuation of the infected tissue.

Superficial-incisional SSIs can typically be treated with oral antibiotics and without surgical debridement. In contrast, patients with systemic symptoms (temperature >38.5°C, heart rate >110 beats/min) or with suspected deep-incisional or organ/space SSI generally require exploration of the surgical site in addition to antibiotics.102 The specific antibiotic and duration of therapy are determined by the location of the infection, the depth of infection, the adequacy of surgical debridement, and resistance patterns of the causative pathogens. However, in general, clinicians should initiate systemic antibiotic therapy when a patient has systemic symptoms of infection or a clinician suspects a deep-incision or organ/space SSI. For example, 1 study found
that patients with mediastinitis who receive antibiotics active against the identified pathogen within 7 days of debridement had a 60% reduction in mortality compared with patients who did not receive effective antibiotic therapy.  

ASSESSMENT

The CDC conducted the Study of the Efficacy of Nosocomial Infection Control (SENIC) to determine the cost-effectiveness of infection prevention activities, including surveillance. These and many subsequent studies concluded that infection surveillance programs and feedback of SSI rates to surgeons decrease overall SSI rates by 32% to 50%. These data form the basis for the CDC’s recommendation that hospitals routinely perform surveillance for SSIs and report the information back to surgeons.

Surveillance Methodology

Strategies for targeting surveillance by procedure type

Given the significant resources required to perform SSI surveillance, many infection prevention programs focus their SSI surveillance efforts on a subset of patients. Hospitals may determine surgical populations for targeted surveillance in several ways. One strategy is to target high-volume surgical procedures for surveillance, because SSIs related to these procedures would pose risk to a large number of patients. Examples of high-volume procedures include colorectal procedures, abdominal hysterectomies, and hip and knee arthroscopies. Notably, US hospitals are required to publicly report rates of SSI following colorectal and abdominal hysterectomy procedures. Another strategy is to target high-risk procedures for surveillance, because SSIs after these procedures convey high risk of morbidity. Examples of high-risk procedures include spinal fusion and craniotomies. A third strategy is to focus surveillance efforts on surgical procedures that have rates of SSI that are higher than expected at that institution (based on historical comparisons). Typically, infection prevention programs use a combination of these targeting strategies.

Strategies for surgical site infection case finding

Direct prospective case finding through daily chart review and observation of the surgical site by infection prevention personnel is considered the most sensitive and rigorous method to identify patients with SSI. However, direct surveillance is no longer practiced for several reasons. First, daily observation of the wound is resource intensive and impractical for modern infection prevention programs. Second, indirect methods that involve medical record review without direct wound observation have shown sensitivity of 84% to 89% and specificity of 99.8%, and they require fewer resources compared with direct observation. In addition, most SSIs occur following discharge from the index hospitalization and can only be detected through postdischarge surveillance methods.

Many infection prevention programs screen records for possible indicators of SSI and proceed with complete chart review only when an indicator is present. NHSN suggests several methods to identify patients with possible SSI, including review of medical records for signs and symptoms of SSI; review of admission, readmission, emergency room visits, and operating room logs; review of laboratory, imaging, or other diagnostic test reports; review of clinician notes; International Classification of Diseases-10 Clinical Modification (ICD-10-CM) Infection Diagnosis codes; surgeon surveys; and patient surveys. However, NHSN states that facilities may use any combination of methods to identify potential patients with SSI. Therefore, considerable variability among case-finding methods across facilities exists.
**Microbiology data**
Many SSI surveillance programs use positive microbiology results as an indicator of possible SSI. However, microbiology data are not perfect indicators of SSI because cultures or other microbiology studies are not obtained in every case; superficial wound infections are frequently treated with local wound management with or without antibiotics. Studies have shown that surveillance systems that rely solely on microbiologic data only identify 33% to 65% of all SSIs.\(^{110}\)

**Antimicrobial administration**
Antibiotic use beyond the expected number of postoperative days (used for perioperative prophylaxis) can be used to predict SSI.\(^{110,111}\) However, postoperative antibiotic use alone is not sensitive or specific for SSI detection. Some patients continue to receive antibiotics following a surgical procedure for prophylaxis or treatment of a pre-existing infection. In addition, antibiotics are not always required for management of superficial SSIs.\(^{102}\) Therefore, antibiotics should only be used in combination with other parameters to screen patients for possible SSI.

**Administrative claims data**
Several studies have evaluated the utility of using administrative billing data as an indicator of SSI.\(^{111-113}\) Using administrative claims data increases detection of SSIs relative to standard surveillance methods.\(^{114}\) In addition, studies have found that using administrative data as a flag for further chart review by infection preventionists saves time and significantly decreases the burden of surveillance compared with standard methods.\(^{113,114}\) In addition, US Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Medicare claims data can be used to accurately distinguish between hospitals with high and low rates of infection following certain procedure types.

However, several limitations to using administrative data to facilitate surveillance exist. First, billing is performed retroactively. Therefore, surveillance systems that rely on administrative data as the first trigger to review charts for SSI cannot detect SSI in real time and intervene or provide feedback in a timely manner. Second, recent studies of administrative data for SSI surveillance have typically been performed on clean procedures, including cardiac, arthroplasty, vascular, and breast procedures. The utility of administrative billing data as an indicator of SSI following other procedure types is unclear.

**Electronic surveillance**
With the evolution of the electronic medical record, infection prevention programs and software vendors are exploring automated methods to detect patients with SSI. However, at this time, no single effective SSI prediction tool exists. For example, 1 study of an automated algorithm that used specified laboratory parameters and antimicrobial use to detect SSIs found the model performed poorly, with overall sensitivity of 37.8%, and had poor interhospital ability to generalize.\(^{115}\) Development of electronic surveillance tools with improved accuracy is an area of ongoing research.

**Surgical site infection metrics and data feedback**
SSI rates are typically calculated per 100 procedures and may be stratified by procedure type and surgeon. SSI rates should be periodically assessed for trends and reported to surgeons, perioperative services staff, and hospital leaders. Peer-to-peer comparative SSI rate data may be helpful to identify surgeons whose rates are higher than those of peers; however, without adequate adjustment for difference in patient-level or procedure-level risk factors, peer-to-peer comparative data should be used for performance improvement purposes only.
Surveillance systems that detect SSIs in near real time allow for concurrent feedback to surgical and perioperative personnel as SSIs are identified. This type of surveillance allows performance improvement teams to investigate for potential lapses in patient care (eg, missed administration of perioperative antibiotic, failure to maintain postoperative glucose control) and take actions to improve compliance with recommended best practices. Because SSIs are low-frequency events, it can sometimes be difficult for infection prevention and perioperative teams to detect when there is a meaningful increase or cluster of infections over baseline. Use of statistical process control charts to analyze SSI surveillance data and alert staff when a potential cluster has occurred may promote earlier detection of important SSI rate increases.\textsuperscript{1,16}

In summary, surveillance for SSI and data feedback are important functions of infection prevention teams. However, methods for conducting surveillance and the quality of surveillance vary across health care facilities and depend on availability of resources. Infection prevention programs should periodically evaluate their surveillance programs to ensure they are maximally effective and reflect the most recent recommended best practices for SSI prevention.

**SUMMARY**

SSIs are the most common and costly health care–associated infections in the United States\textsuperscript{1,2,7} and lead to significant patient morbidity and mortality.\textsuperscript{4,11} However, adhering to evidence-based preventive practices can decrease the rate of SSI. In general, aggressive surgical debridement in addition to appropriate antibiotic therapy is necessary for SSI treatment.

**CLINICS CARE POINTS**

- Before surgical incision, patients need to receive the appropriate type and dose of antibiotic within the appropriate time frame. Patients may also require additional antibiotic doses for prolonged procedures.
- Perioperative staff should only remove patient hair if it interferes with the surgery, and, even then, hair removal should be done with a clipper or depilatory agent outside of the operating room.
- The skin over the surgical site needs to be cleansed with an alcohol-containing antiseptic solution.
- Providers must perform hand preparation with a suitable antimicrobial soap or alcohol-based hand rub before entering the operating room.
- During the operation, every effort should be made to maintain normothermia, hyperoxygenation, and normal glucose levels.
- Hospitals should use surgical safety checklists to improve compliance with practices for SSI prevention.
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